
SENTINEL RANCH WINE TASTING 
ROOM

WHITE WINES 

CHARDONNAY, EVENING BOUGAINVILLEA 
Dry 
Sip as the evening closes in with our well balanced, fruity yet savory, 
and lightly buttery while crisp Chardonnay. Citrus with hints of oak 
throughout. Smokey vanilla finish.         

$30 Bottle - $8 Glass 

PINOT GRIGIO, POLO GRIGIO 
Dry 
Do we have a match for you with aromas of pear and honeysuckle paring 
perfectly with flavors of green apple, Meyer lemon and nectarine. 
     $32 Bottle - $8.50 Glass 

RIESLING, COPA de ORO 
Semi-Sweet 
A real ‘Cup of Gold’ with notes of pear, apple, and apricot that has a 
finish of citrus lime and pineapple.        

$24 Bottle - $7 Glass 

SAUVIGNON BLANC, DUNE 
Semi-Sweet 
Feel wind rippling in quiet sands as you smell the honeydew melon and 
grapefruit preparing your pallet for white peach and passion fruit flavor 
on the finish.         

$27 Bottle - $8 Glass 

BLEND, MONSOON 
Sweet 
Sweet Blend of Moscato, Riesling, and other white wines 
Enjoy the calming fragrance of gentle rain – sweet white fruits, peaches, 
apple, and honeysuckle throughout. 

$24 Bottle - $7 Glass 

ROSE’ WINE 

PINOT NOIR ROSE’, PINK DATURA 
Dry 
The beautiful pink of the Datura matches the lovely color of the wine 
which is a result of leaving the grape skins on for the first 12 hours of 



the winemaking process. Pick-up the hints of bittersweet strawberries in 
the middle finishing with orange and berries. 

$29 Bottle - $8 Glass 

SENTINEL RANCH WINE TASTING 
ROOM
RED WINES 

PINOT NOIR, BLACK IRIS 
Dry, Medium Body 
Stunning beauty of the dark flower and robust notes of dark infused 
vanilla and dark fruits with a dry vanilla tannic finish. 

$27 Bottle - $8 Glass 
  

MERLOT, DARK HILLS 
Dry, Full Body 
A sunset and storm depict New Mexico’s beautiful skies much like the 
fragrant notes of blackberry, clove, cedar, and anise in our Merlot. Dark 
berries, with crisp acidity in a smooth middle finish with notes of 
cherry, vanilla, and chocolate on the finish. 

$36 Bottle - $9 Glass 

SYRAH, SNAKE KILLERS 
Dry, Full Body 
Enjoy the taste of victory with “Snake Killers” the original Peter Hurd 
Sentinel Ranch Polo Team. Berries, herbs, and spices on the nose and 
finishes fruity with full tannins. 

$44 Bottle - $9.50 Glass 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, RISING MOON 
Dry, Full Body 
Serenity and stillness of a full moon comes through as you smell the 
vanilla, smoke, and dark fruits as you eagerly waiting to taste our best-
selling wine. It finishes with earthy hints of tobacco and dark cherries. 

$48 Bottle - $10 Glass 

BLEND, ANCIENT LAND 
Semi-Dry, Full Body 
Blend of Sangiovese, Malbec, Zinfandel Leon Millot, etc. 
Gazing over a southwestern mesa, blueberry, and caramel notes on the nose 
with baked cherry and medium to full tannin structure with a toasted 
vanilla and currant finish. 



$32 Bottle - $8.50 Glass 

BLEND, LAST ESCAPE 
Sweet Blend of Dolcetto and Tempranillo 
Let your sweet tooth help you escape! Cherry, cinnamon, and vanilla on the 
nose with a light tannin, cranberry, and vanilla finish. 

$28 Bottle - $8 Glass


